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Attention those who updated to Android
Wear 2.0

Important!
● If you updated your WSD-F10 to Android Wear TM 2.0, be sure to perform

the procedure under “After Updating”.
● The WSD-F10 acquires location information from a phone. Be sure to use

it while connected with a paired phone.
● When using this watch while it is paired with an iPhone, be sure to have the

Android Wear app running on the iPhone. If the Android Wear app is not
running, functions that require communication with the iPhone will not
operate.

Updating the WSD-F10 from Android Wear 1.x to Android Wear 2.0 changes
its operation and functions.
New Android Wear 2.0 Functions and Operations
For information about new functions and operations provided by Android
Wear 2.0, refer to “Basic Android Wear 2.0 Operations” in this manual and
visit the website below.
https://support.google.com/androidwear/
New CASIO App Functions and Operations
This update changes the functions and operations of CASIO apps equipped
on the WSD-F10. Main changes are described below.
● In the past, the setting of most watch functions was impossible without using

the CASIO MOMENT SETTER+ app (Android TM only), but this version
allows simple settings using the watch alone. For information about how to
begin setting operations, refer to “Common Outdoor Function Settings” in
this manual.

● Enhanced Activity app functions.
● MOMENT SETTER notification settings can be easily configured using the

watch alone. For information about how to do this, see “MOMENT SETTER
App” in this manual.
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After Updating
After updating your WSD-F10 to Android Wear 2.0, perform the procedure
below.
Installing the CASIO MOMENT SETTER+ App (Android
Phones Only)
The version of the CASIO MOMENT SETTER+ app that you were using
before updating will no longer be usable. Download the latest version of
CASIO MOMENT SETTER+ from the Google Play TM store and install it on
your Android phone. Icons shown in the Google Play store indicate whether
the app is the old version or new version.

Old version icon New version icon
Note
● Almost all setting operations can be performed using the watch alone.

However, some notification functions require the CASIO MOMENT
SETTER+ app. Installation is recommended if you are using an Android
phone.

Preparing the Watch for Outdoor Use
Performing the steps below prepares the watch’s outdoor functions (CASIO
watch faces and apps) for optimal operation.

1. Configure the location settings of the watch and
smartphone.
Watch Operation
1. While the watch face is displayed, swipe the touch screen from top to

bottom and then tap D.
2. Scroll the screen downwards, and then tap “Connectivity”.
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3. Scroll the screen downwards until “Location” appears, and then turn
it on.

Smartphone Operation
Go to “Settings” and turn on “Location”. Next, select “High accuracy”
mode. If your smartphone does not have “High accuracy” setting, turn on
its GPS, Wi-Fi, and mobile network (data communication) settings.

The settings in the steps below are required to enable the following functions:
CASIO watch faces, the TOOL app, the Activity app, and all functions of the
MOMENT SETTER app.
2. Enable the CASIO MOMENT SETTER+ “Permissions”

setting.
1. While the watch face is displayed, swipe the touch screen from top to

bottom and then tap D.
2. Scroll the screen downwards, and then tap in the following sequence:

“Apps”, “System Apps”, “CASIO MOMENT SETTER+”,
“Permissions”.

3. Tap the items that appear on the display (“Calendar”, “Location”) and
enable all of them.

3. Turn on the “Save daily activity records” setting.
1. While the watch face (Authentic, Field, Multi) is displayed, hold your

finger on the touch screen for about two seconds. This displays the
setting menu.

2. Scroll the setting menu downwards. When “Save daily activity
records” is displayed, check to make sure that its setting is “OFF”.
Next, tap the setting.

● A dialog box will appear to confirm if you want to save activity
records. Carefully read the text of the dialog box.

3. Tap “I agree.”.
● This changes the “Save daily activity records” setting to “ON”.
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Basic Android Wear 2.0 Operations
Power On/Off

To turn off power 1. While the watch face is displayed, swipe the
touch screen from top to bottom and then tap
D.

2. Scroll the screen downwards. Tap “System” and
then “Power off” in sequence. On the
confirmation screen that appears, tap ✔.

To turn on power Hold down the power button for about two seconds,
or start charging the watch. The watch will turn on
automatically when the charge reaches a certain
level.

Power Button Functions
● Press to restore display brightness after it goes dark.
● Pressing while a watch face is displayed will display the App menu (app list

for launching apps).
● If watch power is off, hold down the power button for at least two seconds

to turn the watch on.
Assigning Apps to the TOOL and APP Buttons
Android Wear 2.0 lets you assign apps to the TOOL and APP buttons. An
assigned app starts up when its corresponding button is pressed.
You can use the steps below to assign apps.
1. While the watch face is displayed, swipe the touch screen from top to

bottom and then tap D.
2. Tap “Personalization” and then “Customize hardware buttons”. Use the

screen that appears to specify the apps you want to assign to the buttons.
For details, visit the website below.
https://support.google.com/androidwear/
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Watch Face Operations
To switch to another
watch face

1. While a watch face is displayed, swipe the touch
screen slightly left or right to display a list of
favorite watch faces.

2. Scroll a list of favorite watch faces left and right.
When the watch face you want to use is
displayed, tap it.

To change watch
face settings

While the watch face is displayed, hold your finger
on the touch screen for about two seconds. Or,
display a list of favorite watch faces and then tap
D.

Using Apps
To start up an app 1. While a watch face is displayed, short press the

power button to display the App menu.
2. Scroll the list of apps upwards or downwards.

When the app you want to run is displayed, tap
it.

To return to the
watch face

Press the power button.
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MOMENT SETTER App
A system update adds MOMENT SETTER as a built-in app. The added
MOMENT SETTER app lets you use the watch alone to specify conditions
for CASIO MOMENT SETTER+ app notifications.
Previously, conditions had to be specified using a phone.
Perform either of the operations below on the watch to start a notification
condition specification operation.
● Press the power button to display the app menu. Scroll the menu upwards

and downwards until “MOMENT SETTER” is displayed, and then tap it.
● On the Activity app “START” Screen, tap .
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Common Outdoor Function Settings
After updating your watch, you can use any one of the operations below to
display the setting menu and configure watch face and app settings. Some
setting operations are the same as those for the previous version, but the
update greatly expands the number of configurable setting items.

From a CASIO watch face:
1. Hold your finger on the touch screen for about two seconds.
From the TOOL app or Activity app:
1. Swipe the touch screen from right to left several times.
2. When the “Settings” Screen is displayed, tap D.
From the MOMENT SETTER app:
1. Swipe the touch screen from bottom to top.
2. Tap “Settings”.
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Copyrights
● Wi-Fi is a registered trademark of Wi-Fi Alliance.
● Android, Android Wear, Google, Google Play and other marks are

trademarks of Google Inc.
● iPhone is a trademark or registered trademark of Apple Inc. registered in

the United States and other countries.
● App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc.
● Other company, product and service names used in this manual also may

be trademarks or registered trademarks of others.
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